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I've recently been told that I have to start wearing orthotics for a 

myriad of foot problems. Now I'm having trouble finding shoes that 

will accommodate them and don't look like I'm wearing shoeboxes on 

my feet. Any advice? 

 

Laura H. emailed us at expert@sweetspot.ca ; and our shoe expert, 

Ron White, answered: 

 

It’s estimated that up to 35% of North Americans now own orthotics 

of some sort, so if anything, know that you are not alone. Having fit 

and sold them for over a decade, I can definitely pass on a few tips.  

 

For starters, there are many different styles of orthotics. Dress orthotics (which are 3⁄4 length, 

thinner and narrower) allow for a much easier fit into dress shoes.  

 

Most better-quality walking and casual shoes now have removable liners which should be taken out and 

replaced with your full-length orthotic for custom support. Dress shoe shopping is a little more 

challenging, but not impossible. The best opening question to ask at your favourite shoe salon is “Do 

you carry shoes that accommodate orthotics?” Some are extra deep and some heels today do 

have a removable liner. Also, with the 1930’s retro style still going strong, Mary Jane styles abound 

and they’re some of the best dress styles for helping to ensure a good fit.   

Other tips:  

1. Be sure to bring your orthotics with you for any fittings.  

2. If you’re wearing a sling back or heel with your dress orthotics and they’re slipping around, use 

a little piece of peel and stick Velcro (little circles you can buy at a hardware or craft store). 

Stick the soft side to the shoe in the heel area to keep your dress orthotic in place. If you ever 

get a ‘squeaking’ noise from wearing them, just put a little foot powder in the shoe or around 

the base and edges of the orthotic.  

Lastly, not all foot related problems are the same so depending on the severity of your particular 

problem, you may be able to get by without your orthotics for special occasions with a high qual ity pair 

of shoes that have a foot bed and special built-in cushioning (check out my All Day Heels for some 

examples). Of course you should check with your Doctor before changing your wear routine.  

 

Ron White is Creator and CEO of RON WHITE, a chain of luxury shoe boutiques with seven locations 

throughout the GTA. Ron is a regular television guest and has been dubbed 'The Shoeru.'  Visit 

 www.ronwhite.ca for more info and full e-Boutique.  

 


